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East Mediterranean lake sediment archives provide important insights into climatically-
induced changes in water balance during the mid-Holocene transition. Most Mediterranean
lakes lose water mainly through evaporation and may become hydrologically closed and
their waters saline. Closed lakes respond dynamically to changes in water balance by
adjusting their volume and surface area. At times of negative water balance, the area of a
closed lake shrinks, water levels fall and salinity increases, while the opposite occurs at
times of positive water balance. Proxies such as stable isotopes and diatoms register these
changes via adjustments in water level and extent, salinity and isotopic composition. Lake
sediments also provide a repository for wider landscape changes, notably in vegetation (via
pollen) and biomass burning regimes (via microcharcoals; e.g. Turner et al 2008).

Oxygen isotope analysis has proved to be an especially useful technique for reconstructing
lake water balance. Freshwater lakes with a short residence time have an oxygen isotopic
composition similar to that of incoming precipitation, while those with a longer residence time
and large evaporative losses have increasingly positive _18O values (Roberts et al. 2008).
Stable isotopic signatures are preserved in lake sedimentary records as authigenic calcite-
aragonite crystals or in the shells of molluscs and ostracods.

Stable isotopes and other proxy-climate data from eastern Mediterranean lakes suggest
more favourable water balance conditions during the early to mid Holocene, with ~25%
higher precipitation calculated by Jones et al. (2007) from isotope mass balancing of _18O
data from Eski Acıgöl in central Turkey.  This phase was followed by an oscillatory transition
to drier conditions between ~7 and ~3 ka BP (Roberts et al. 2008, 2011). The first,
potentially critical, part of this transition occurred during the late 7th and 6th millennia BP
coinciding archaeologically with the later Chalcolithic period. Precise correlations between
lake-based palaeoclimatic sequences and archaeological data are hampered by a lack of
precision and accuracy in dating in these records. Lake isotope sequences have a mean
sampling interval between 85 and 250 yr, with an absolute age precision that is unlikely to be
better than ±200 yr, implying that multi-centennial climate fluctuations are likely to be
detectable, but not those of multi-decadal or shorter duration. However, new analytical
methods, such as I-Trax XRF scanning may, in future, provide much higher resolution
histories of climatic and environmental change. The Late Chalcolithic to EBA climatic
desiccation therefore coincided with, and may have helped to stimulate, major cultural
transformation and advancement (Dynastic Egypt, earliest Mesopotamian City States) but it
did so without any sign of obvious collapse of the pre-existing social order.
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